In this study, we systematically investigated the structural, electronic and optical properties of armchair stanene nanoribbons (ASNRs) by using the first-principles calculations. First, we performed full geometry optimization calculations on various finite width ASNRs where all the edge Sn atoms are saturated by hydrogen atoms. The buckled honeycomb structure of two dimensional (2D) stanene is preserved, however the bond length between the edge Sn atoms is shortened to 2.77 Å compared to the remaining bonds with 2.82 Å length. The electronic properties of these nanoribbons strongly depend on their ribbon width. In general, band gap opens and increases with decreasing nanoribbon width indicating the quantum confinement effect. Consequently, the band gap values vary from a few meV exhibiting lowgap semiconductor (quasi-metallic) behavior to ∼0.4-0.5 eV showing moderate semiconductor character.
Introduction
In recent years, graphene, first example of two dimensional (2D) materials, is attracting a lot of attention because of its exotic properties. Besides various nanostructures based on graphene, one-dimensional (1D) nanoribbons has been thoroughly explored. These 1D nanostructures exhibit interesting properties dependent on their size [1] [2] [3] , topological shapes [4] , geometry [2, 5] and edge-passivation pattern [6, 7] . The electronic structure of the graphene nanoribbons is extensively investigated; because of the finite width, quantum confinement effect leading to band gap opening is essential in graphene nanoribbons [8, 9] , and it has shown that band gaps are inversely proportional to the ribbons width [10] . In previous studies, armchair graphene nanoribbons atoms, one row below the C of group IV of periodic table, analogous to graphene. They have shown that electronic and magnetic properties of armchair nanoribbons of silicene are strongly dependent on their width. Similar to the graphene nanoribbons, silicene nanoribbons are also sorted into three groups. Silicene nanoribbons (SNRs) falling in 3M + 1 family and 'low-width' ribbons of 3M family are semiconductors, otherwise all the 3M − 1 group SNRs have band gaps less than 0.1 eV, so they are low-band gap semiconductors, or quasi-metallic in practice. Comparison of the band gap variation of silicene and graphene nanoribbons shows that GNRs in general have larger band gaps [7] . Further to these inspiring theoretical predictions, experimental studies carried out by Nakano et al. reported the soft synthesis of a single Si monolayer sheet over a substrate, holds the promise for the synthesis of Si honeycomb nanoribbons [17, 18] .
In group IV of the periodic table, germanium comes down under the carbon and silicon, so one wonders the possibility of 2D structure from Ge atoms. In a following study, the armchair and zigzag nanoribbons from the low-buckled germanene have been studied by Cahangirov et al., and reported that these ribbons can exhibit fascinating electronic and magnetic properties [19] . Tin is the next group IV element under Ge in the periodic table. Stanene is a new 2D hexagonal material which is made of Sn atoms and it has been synthesized recently [20] . There are some very recent works that investigate the structural and mechanical properties of this new 2D nanostructure [21, 22] .
The purpose of the present work is study of the structural, electronic and optical properties of armchair stanene nanoribbons of widths ranging from N = 7 to N = 17 atomic rows employing firstprinciple simulations based upon density functional theory. In this paper, we first described the details of computational parameters which were used and the supercell model employed for the calculations. Then, we reported the structural and electronic properties of ASNRs, and discussed their band gap variation. Finally, the optical properties for two direction of light polarization are studied.
Computational method
All calculations were conducted using Siesta code based on density functional theory (DFT). We employed the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) within the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) formalism [23] for the exchange-correlation potential in our calculations. Because of the periodic boundary conditions, a supercell geometry was adopted in order to avoid the spurious interaction between isolated nanoribbons, a large vacuum spacing of at least 20 Å for both layer-layer and edge-edge separations are introduced. Stanene nanoribbons were placed in the yz-plane. The Brillouin zone integrations were performed using 1 ×20 ×1 k-point mesh within the Monkhorst-Pack scheme and cutoff energy of 950 eV (70 Ryd) was used after extensive test calculations with respect to convergence. All dangling bonds of the edge Sn atoms were passivated with H atoms. Then, all atomic positions were fully relaxed using a conjugate gradient technique. During these geometry optimizations, all the internal coordinates were relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman forces were less than 0.005 eV Å −1 .
In order to investigate the optical properties of stanene nanoribbons, we have calculated the complex frequency dependent dielectric function as well. The absorption spectra can be obtained by considering the transitions from occupied to unoccupied states within the first Brillouin zone. Dielectric function calculations in SIESTA are based on the first order time dependent perturbation theory. To this end, first the self-consistent ground-state DFT energies and eigenfunctions are computed and then they are used to calculate the dipolar transition matrix elements. Thus, the imaginary part of the dielectric function pinpoint the optical absorption which is essentially calculated from the transition rate between valance and conduction band states.
We only need the calculation of imaginary part of the complex dielectric function which is expressed as sum of real and imaginary parts, ε(ω) = ε 1 (ω) + iε 2 (ω). Within the dipole approximation, the imaginary part, ε 2 (ω), is given by the following expression:
where the sum runs over every pair of valance (filled) and conduction (empty) band states and the integral is over all k-points in the Brillouin zone, c and v letters refer to the conduction and the valence band states respectively. E (c,v) (k) and ψ (c,v) ,k are the corresponding energy and eigenfunction of these states. The electronic dipole transition matrix element is between the pair of filled and empty states where ê is the polarization vector and p is the momentum operator.
Having the imaginary part, ε 2 (ω), allows the calculation of the real part of the complex dielectric function from causality, i.e. the Kramers-Kronig relations:
where P denotes the principle part. Then, all optical constants can be calculated from the complex dielectric function once the band structure of the system is known [24] . Eq. (1) is the basic expression which connects the band structure to the optical properties.
For example, the absorption coefficient
where n is the refractive index which can be calculated from ε 1 (ω) and ε 2 (ω), and c is the speed of light. In most of the practical cases, the peaks and the structure of ε 2 (ω) and α(ω) are rather similar.
In the present work, dielectric functions are calculated for two different direction of light polarization, along ASNRs and perpendicular to stanene nanoribbons and also for unpolarized light. Dielectric function ε(ω) is calculated in the energy interval from 0 to 15 eV. For these calculations, a denser k-point mesh, i.e. 1 × 200 × 1, within the Monkhorst-Pack scheme is used for the Brillouin zone integrations. Fig. 1(a) shows the top and side views of optimized 2D hexagonal sheet of stanene. In our previous work [22] , we calculated its lattice parameter as a = 4.68 Å and buckling height as d 0 = 0.86 Å, which are in a good agreement with other studies [21, 25] . The armchair stanene nanoribbon structures are prepared from this infinite quasi-planar structure by keeping only N dimer lines along the ribbon direction which extends to infinity, imposed by periodic boundary condition along this direction. As indicated in Fig. 1(b) , the ribbon width is shown by W a and the buckling in the ribbons is labeled by d. Armchair type of bond structure appears along the both edges of the ribbon. All the edge Sn atoms are saturated by H atoms to avoid the effects of dangling bonds. In our calculations, we consider ASNRs with different widths, labeled by N as NASNR, and N is varied from 7 to 17. For example, the schematic structure of the 13ASNR is shown in Fig. 1(b) from top and side. Examining the geometrical structure of ASNRs shows that the length of bonds in edges are shorter than the other bonds. Namely, the length of edge bond, shown by "b" in the Fig. 1(b) , is about 2.77 Å while the length of rest of the bonds are 2.82 Å. The buckling in nanoribbons is also smaller compared to the 2D infinite structure. For example, it is 0.63 Å for 7ASNR, and it increases with increasing ribbon width. There are some differences in the bond angle values as well. While the bond angles are almost uniform with the value 112.62 • in 2D stanene structure, the edge bond angles, "α" in Fig. 1(b) , are larger than the other bond angles in nanoribbons, and it is smaller than the 2D stanene angles. The edge bond angles are as small as 111.04 • in 7ASNR, while the other ones around 109 • , and they both increase with increasing nanoribbon width, eventually approaching 2d stanene values.
Results and discussions

Structural and electronic properties
Next, we continue by the electronic properties. The computed electronic band structures of some armchair stanene nanoribbons in the absence of spin orbit coupling are presented in Fig. 2 . In all band structure plots, the Fermi level is shifted to zero. As seen on Fig. 2 , all the bands folded between Γ and X points according to the ribbon width have both valance band maximum and conduction band minimum at Γ point, hence exhibit direct band gap semiconductor character. Nanoribbon width increases going from top panel to down and from left to right panel in Fig. 2 , obviously, the number of bands increases with increasing ribbon width. Furthermore, the band gap values are categorized into three groups according to modulo 3 of integer ribbon width N which is the number of Sn atoms along the width. We named these three group as N = 3M + 1, N = 3M − 1 and N = 3M, where M is an integer.
In Fig. 2 , the band structures displayed in the same row belong to same group, and the order of the rows follow the above sequence.
The elaborate further, the variation of the band gap as a function of ribbon width is presented in Fig. 3 . All band gaps are direct and the band gap values vary from a few meV, exhibiting low-gap semiconductor (or quasi-metallic) behavior, to ∼0.4-0.5 eV, show- ing moderate semiconductor character. After all, the band gap exhibits an oscillatory behavior as a function of ribbon width. However, as discussed above, ASNRs band gaps can be separated into three groups according to modulo three of ribbon width N. Within each family, the band gap decreases as the width of nanoribbons increases, which indicates the quantum confinement effect. By comparing the band gap variation of ASNRs and AGNRs, it is concluded that ASNRs have smaller band gaps [7] .
The variation of the band gap within each group is smooth, and there is an inverse width dependence. We could find a formula to describe each family by fitting the calculated band gap values. These formulas present the correct asymptotic behavior and they might be used to calculate directly the bandgap for every width of nanoribbons, therefore provide a qualitative information of the electronic structure of nanoribbons beyond this range of widths. The calculated band gaps can be described by inverse power dependence of ribbon width as: where a and b are two fitting parameters and they are different for each group. The values are shown in Table 1 . Solid curves in Fig. 3 are drawn by these parameters and they exhibit an excellence representation of the band gap values. In order to understand the characteristics of states around Fermi energy, total and projected densities states (PDOS) of 13 armchair stanene nanoribbons is represented in Fig. 4 as an example. As seen in Fig. 4 , both valance and conduction band edges have Sn 5p z orbital character. This extends over the conduction band states up to 2 eV shown in the Fig. 4 . However, for the valance band states, from 0 eV to −1.8 eV shown in the figure, although the main contribution is from the Sn 5p z orbitals, there is an appreciable contribution from the Sn 5p x and 5p y orbitals as well.
Optical properties
Understanding the optical spectra is essential for optoelectronic applications and it is one of simple but powerful characterization tool for structures. In order to investigate the optical absorption, we have calculated the dipole matrix elements between occupied and empty states for each case, which is essentially the imaginary part of the dielectric function, ε 2 (ω). We calculated the optical spectra employing first order time-dependent perturbation theory as described in methods section. The complex and frequencydependent dielectric function describes how light interacts when propagating through matter. Essentially, its real part indicates the dispersion effects while the imaginary part describes the absorption.
The real and imaginary part of the complex dielectric function are calculated for two different polarization of light, along ASNRs and perpendicular. Fig. 5 shows the imaginary part of dielectric function of selected ASNRs. In all figures curves are shifted in vertical axis for clear presentation. ε 2 (ω) calculated both for parallel and perpendicular polarizations are similar to the imaginary part of dielectric function of 2D stanene [22] .
For light polarized along ASNRs, ε 2 (ω) exhibits two main peaks around 0.5 eV and 4.0 eV and there are several smaller peaks between them. With increasing nanoribbon width, these major peaks redshifts, slightly to the lower energies of incident light. The first peak is from the transition from the states around valance band maximum to the conduction band edge, since it appears on the onset of the band gap. So, the redshift of this peak follows the variation of the band gap with ribbon width. Second major peak around 4 eV is broader for small ribbon width, however it sharpens with increasing width. The redshift is also larger for this peak compared to the first one. In between these two peaks, from several smaller peaks two of them become dominant around 2 and 3 eV with increasing ribbon width.
For light polarized perpendicular to ribbon plane, as presented in Fig. 5b , features of calculated ε 2 (ω) are different compared to in plane polarization along the ASNRs case. For all the ASNRs studied here from N = 7 to 17, ε 2 (ω) is very small up to 5 eV, there is only a small peak around 1.6 eV. Then, there are two energy windows where two broad bands are observed. First, there is a band formed from several peaks from 5 eV to ∼7.5 eV, then the second one from 8 eV to ∼9.5 eV. In contrast to the polarization along the ribbon case, peak positions hardly move with varying nanoribbon width, which indicates that quantum confinement effect is not playing an essential role for these transitions in perpendicular polarization. With increasing ribbon width, linewidth of the peaks especially around 6.5 and 7 eV decrease. Next, we presented the real part of the dielectric function, ε 1 (ω), which was calculated from ε 2 (ω) by using the KramersKroning [26] relation for both direction of light polarizations. In both cases, there are dips in the amplitude which some of them attain small negative value. The negative values are seen in the range of 3.5-6.0 eV for polarization along the ASNRs and at 7 eV for polarization perpendicular to the ribbons. These negative values indicate the plasmonic excitations. For polarization along the ASNRs, the effect of ASNRs' width variations are seen mostly at low frequencies of incident electromagnetic wave. It is also observed that the static dielectric constant (real part of dielectric function's value at zero energy) increases with increasing width of ASNRs (Fig. 6) . The optical absorption spectra presented in Fig. 7 were calculated from the complex dielectric function for polarization perpendicular and along the ASNRs and also for unpolarized light.
It is clear that all features of ε 2 (ω) and α are very similar which can be confirmed by comparing the imaginary part of the complex dielectric function shown in Fig. 5 and the optical absorption coefficient displayed in Fig. 7 . First of all, it is evident that the optical properties of ASNRs are anisotropic with respect to the type of light polarization from the comparison of Fig. 7(a) and (b) . The differences between the two polarizations are a consequence of the selection rules raised from the electronic dipole transition matrix elements. While the absorption coefficient exhibits features up to 7 eV, mostly dominant around 4-5 eV for polarization along the ASNRs, it is almost zero till 5 eV, and then a broad feature between 5 to 10 eV with five major peaks at around 5.5, 6.5, 7, 9 and 9.5 eV for polarization perpendicular to the ribbon. The absorption coefficients for unpolarized light are presented in Fig. 7(c) .
The anisotropy in α is reflected in this total, while the features below 5 eV look like the ones of in-plane polarization, the ones above the 5 eV are similar to the perpendicular polarization ones. As we discussed earlier, the band gap opens and increases with increasing ribbon width while their value oscillates according to modulo 3 of integer ribbon width. The zero value of the absorption coefficient at the beginning of the spectrum is correlated with this. Significantly, since the shape and peak positions are almost independent from the ASNR width, we can conclude that the quantum confinement has no significant effect on the optical properties of armchair stanene nanoribbons. These universal optical properties, which are independent of the size of the nanostructures, have also been demonstrated in ZnO nanostructures as well [27, 28] .
Conclusions
In summary, we have studied the structural, electronic and optical properties of armchair stanene nanoribbons by using the DFT based calculations. The structural investigations show some differences in bond lengths and angles which are related to the edge atoms. ASNRs show a typical three family variation of band gap with width. We labeled these families with 3M, 3M + 1 and 3M − 1, where M is an integer. The electronic properties of these families strongly depend on their ribbon width. Within each group, band gap decay with increasing width.
Our results for optical investigations show the similarity between dielectric function spectra of ASNRs and stanene. For light polarized along the ASNRs, ε 2 (ω) exhibits two main peaks around 0.5 eV and 4.0 eV and there are several smaller peaks between them. These major peaks redshifts, slightly to the lower energies of incident light with increasing nanoribbon width. For perpendicularly polarized light, there is only a small peak around 1.6 eV in ε 2 (ω). Then, there are two energy windows where observed a broad band. First, there is band formed from several peaks from 5 eV to ∼7.5 eV, then second one from 8 eV to ∼9.5 eV. Due to the insensitivity of the shape and peak positions in nanoribbon width, we can conclude that the quantum confinement has no significant effect on the optical properties of armchair stanene nanoribbons. In addition we observed an anisotropy with respect to the type of light polarization.
